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A critical issue in mobile data management is to respond to real-time data access requirements
of the supported application. However, it is difficult to handle real-time constraints in a mobile
computing environment due to the physical constraints imposed by the mobile computer hardware
and the wireless network technology. In this paper, we present a mobile database system model
that takes into account the timing requirements of applications supported by mobile computing
systems. We provide a transaction execution model with two alternative execution strategies
for mobile transactions and evaluate the performance of the system considering various mobile
system characteristics, such as the number of mobile hosts in the system, the handoff process,
disconnection, coordinator site relocation and wireless link failure. Performance results are

provided in terms of the fraction of real-time requirements that are satisfied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A mobile computing system is a dynamic type of
traditional distributed systems where the links between
mobile computers and the mobile support stations that
provide the wireless interface to the mobile computers can
change dynamically [1]. In a mobile computing system,
users carrying mobile (portable) computers can access
database services from any location without the need to
maintain a fixed position in the network. Some examples
of applications supported by database systems in mobile
computing include location dependent queries, long-lived
transactions that require migration of data into the mobile
computers, form-based transactions (e.g. inventory orders,
sales with credit cards) and online information services (e.g.
a local yellow pages, stock market information, banking and
travel information) [1, 2].

In a mobile computing environment, the need for a
real-time database management system (DBMS) is strong,
because one of the basic requirements in mobile data
management is to provide real-time response to transactions
of the underlying application. Therefore, a critical item on
the agenda for mobile data management research should be
investigations into the support of mobile computing systems
with real-time DBMSs. The resource constraints of mobile
computing systems make it difficult to satisfy timing require-
ments of supported applications. Low bandwidth, unreliable
wireless links and frequent disconnections increase the over-
head of communication between mobile hosts and the static
part of the system. Mobility of hosts makes the location
information dynamic, which results in a considerable in-
crease in the cost of search and updates on the mobile host’s

location. We believe that the research results obtained in the
area of real-time database systems can be adopted to mobile
computing systems to obtain a reasonable real-time perfor-
mance in the presence of the constraints of mobility [3].

In this paper, we present a mobile database system
model that takes into account the timing requirements of
applications supported by mobile computing systems. A
mobile transaction execution model constructed for that
system is implemented by a simulation program, and the
performance of the system is analyzed to evaluate the
impact of various mobile system characteristics such as the
number of mobile hosts in the system, the handoff process,1

disconnection, coordinator site relocation and wireless link
failure. Performance results are provided in terms of the
fraction of real-time requirements that are satisfied.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss the recent work on mobile transaction
management. In Section 3, the mobile real-time database
system model used in evaluating various transaction
management issues is described. Details of the simulation
program are discussed in Section 4. Results of the
performance experiments are presented in Section 5. Finally,
the conclusions are provided in the last section.

2. RELATED WORK

A possible execution strategy for mobile transactions is
discussed in [4]. A transaction is submitted by a mobile

1Performing the necessary changes in configuration information when
the connectivity of a mobile computer is switched from one mobile support
station to another.
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host to its mobile support station, to be executed on the fixed
part of the system, and then the result of the execution is
returned back to the mobile host. Following the submission
of its transaction a mobile host may disconnect itself from
the network to perform some other task. This approach
does not support interactions between a mobile host and a
transaction generated at that host (e.g. the transaction cannot
get input from the user during its execution).

A mobile transaction execution model that supports the
so-calledweak operationsis proposed in [5, 6]. In this
model, the database is divided into clusters of semantically
related or closely located data. All data items inside a
cluster are required to be fully consistent, but degrees of
inconsistency are allowed among data at different clusters.
When the lack of strict consistency can be tolerated by
the semantics of an application, in order to maximize local
processing in a cluster and to reduce network access, the user
is allowed to interact with locally available consistent data.
To achieve this,weak readandweak writeoperations that
operate on locally consistent data are introduced. Standard
read and write operations are calledstrict read and strict
write operations. Locally consistent data are accessed by
issuing weak transactions that consist only of weak read
and weak write operations, and globally consistent data are
accessed by issuing strict transactions that consist only of
strict read and strict write operations.

The mobile transaction model proposed in [7] is based on
the open-nested transaction model, which supportsreport-
ing transactionsandco-transactionsthat minimize commu-
nication and maintenance costs by relocating transactions. A
mobile transaction consists of a set of relatively independent
component transactions which can interleave in any way
with other mobile transactions. A reporting transaction is
a component transaction of a mobile transactionT, it can
share its partial results withT while in execution. A co-
transaction is a reporting transaction in which the control
is passed from one transaction to another at the time of
sharing of the partial results. Reporting transactions and co-
transactions can relocate their execution from one host to
another.

In [8], an approach for transaction processing in mobile
database systems that usesobject semantic information
is proposed. Mobile transaction processing is viewed
as a concurrency and cache coherence problem. The
disconnection state of a mobile host is supported by utilizing
object semantic information to provide finer granularity
of caching and concurrency control, and to allow for
asynchronous manipulation of the cached objects on the
mobile host.

3. A MOBILE REAL-TIME DATABASE SYSTEM
MODEL

A typical mobile computing system consists of a number
of mobile and fixed hosts (Figure 1). Fixed hosts are
connected with each other via a fixed high-speed wired
network and constitute the fixed part of the system. A mobile
host is capable of connecting to the fixed network via a

MSS MSS

Fixed Network

Mobile Host

Wireless Links

Wireless Cell

FIGURE 1. A mobile computing system.

wireless link. Some of the fixed hosts, calledmobile support
stations(MSSs), are augmented with a wireless interface to
communicate with mobile hosts. The links between mobile
computers and the MSSs can change dynamically. The
geographical region in which mobile hosts can communicate
with an MSS is called thecell of that MSS. A mobile host is
local to an MSS if it is inside the cell of the MSS.

An MSS acts as an interface between the local mobile
hosts and the fixed part of the network, and is responsible
for forwarding messages and data between the local mobile
hosts and the fixed network.

The location of a mobile host can be regarded as a
data item that changes as the user crosses the boundary
between two cells. Location servers at the fixed hosts
are responsible for maintaining the location database
and answering location-dependent queries. In order to
communicate with a mobile host, its current location is
required. In our mobile system model, aforwarding pointers
mechanismis used to find the location of a mobile computer.
In this mechanism, when a mobile host changes its location,
its new address is deposited at the old location so that
messages sent to the mobile host can be forwarded to the
new address [9].

In our model, we assume that all fixed hosts act as
MSSs. Each MSS has a database server which enforces
strict data consistency. Each mobile host is associated with
a coordinator MSSthat coordinates the operations of the
transactions submitted by that mobile host. Unless otherwise
stated, we will assume that the coordinator site of a mobile
host is fixed.

3.1. Transaction execution

Two types of transactions can co-exist in our system:mobile
transactionsand fixed transactions. A mobile transaction
is generated by a mobile host and can be executed at its
generating host and/or some fixed host. A fixed transaction
is generated by a fixed host and can be executed at some of
the fixed hosts. Each transaction is associated with a timing
constraint in terms of adeadline.

Our transaction execution model is an extension of the
model in [10] to mobile computing systems. Each mobile
transaction exists in the system in the form of amobile
master process(MMP) at the generating mobile host, a
fixed master process(FMP) at the coordinator MSS of the
generating host andfixed cohort processes(FCPs) at sites
where the required data pages reside. A fixed transaction, on
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FIGURE 2. Mobile transaction execution strategy ESFH.

the other hand, is associated with an FMP at its generating
host and FCPs at various sites where it has to access data.
Each transaction can have at most one cohort process at a
site.

A mobile transaction consists ofRead, Writeand User
Interactionoperations while a fixed transaction consists of
only ReadandWrite operations. Data request messages for
Readand Write operations are sent to cohort processes at
relevant data sites under the coordination of the FMP. For
eachReador Write operation a global data dictionary is
referred to in order to find the relevant data site. Each data
site has a copy of this global data dictionary. We assume
that the write set of a transaction is a subset of its read set.
Data pages are accessed randomly by a transaction. AUser
Interactionoperation is handled at the generating host of the
mobile transaction. It can be considered as reading a local
data item from the generating mobile host.

A mobile transaction is executed in either of the following
two ways:

(1) The entire transaction is submitted in a single request
message to the fixed network (Figure 2). In this
execution strategy, the FMP has the control of the
execution of the transaction. After the FMP completes
the execution of the transaction, it returns the result
to the MMP. We call this execution strategy ESFH
(execution site is a fixed host).

(2) A data request message for eachRead and Write
operation of a transaction is submitted by the MMP
to the FMP (Figure 3). The FMP handles this
request in the fixed network and provides the data to
MMP. Processing of each operation is performed at the
mobile host. This execution strategy is called ESMH
(execution site is a mobile host).

In the first approach, the CPU power of the mobile host is
not used for processing the transaction operations; therefore
this approach seems to be more suitable for mobile hosts
which do not have powerful CPUs.

MMP

Read/Write

Request

Read/Write

Reply

FMP

FCP

Read/Write

Request

Read/Write

Reply

Mobile Host

Fixed Host

FIGURE 3. Mobile transaction execution strategy ESMH.

The execution of a fixed transaction is controlled
completely by the FMP of the transaction at its generating
host.

Each mobile/fixed transaction has a unique priority based
on its timing constraint, which is used in ordering resource
and data access requests of transactions. Transactions are
assumed to carry firm deadlines (i.e. the transaction that
has missed its deadline is aborted and discarded from the
system [11, 12]). We assume that the system has noa priori
knowledge of the transaction execution requirements, such
as the pages to be accessed and the execution time estimation
of the transaction.

If a transaction aborts due to a data conflict (rather than
the expiration of its deadline), it is restarted with the same
deadline and priority.

3.2. Concurrency control

Serializability is ensured through the adaptation of the two-
phase locking scheme.Priority Abort protocol is used for
resolving data conflicts (i.e. a low priority transaction is
aborted when one of its locks is requested in a conflicting
mode by a high priority transaction) [13]. Each fixed site in
the system has a scheduler to manage the lock requests of the
cohort processes executing at that site. Each cohort process
has to obtain a shared lock on each data item it reads, and an
exclusive lock on each data item it writes.

Global serializability is ensured by using the strict two-
phase locking rule; i.e. by holding the locks of a transaction
until after its commitment.

3.3. Atomic commitment

Atomic commitment of a transaction is provided by using a
modified version oftwo phase commit(2PC) protocol [14].
This modified version, which is described in [15], adapts
2PC to a mobile computing environment. In this protocol,
FMP is designated as the coordinator, and each cohort
process executing on a data site acts as a participant. When a
transaction commits, the updates of its cohort processes are
stored in the local databases.
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FIGURE 4. The handoff operation.
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FIGURE 5. Linked list structure between coordinator site and
current MSS.

3.4. Handoff

Due to the mobility of users, mobile hosts may cross the
boundary between any two cells (Figure 4). In order to
keep the connectivity of a mobile host to the fixed network
a handoff process is implemented. During handoff, the
new cell’s MSS takes the responsibility of providing a
wireless interface to the mobile host. This process should
be transparent to the user.

Our handoff protocol is similar to the one described in
[16]. We assume that each MSS broadcastsbeaconsover
its wireless link. Each beacon carries its sender MSS’s
address. A mobile host monitors the wireless signal strength
it receives from neighboring MSSs. The mobile host may
decide to initiate a handoff process when the signal received
from a new MSS is substantially stronger than that received
from the current one.

As shown in Figure 5, a distributed linked list structure is
constructed for the location information of the mobile host
between the coordinator site and the current MSS of the
mobile host during the handoff process.

3.5. Disconnection

One of the characteristics of mobile computing systems is
frequent disconnection of mobile hosts due to the limitations
on battery power and wireless bandwidth. During the
disconnection period, communication between the FMP
and the MMP of a mobile transaction is not possible.
In order to prevent a mobile transaction from blocking

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

ExecStrategy execution strategy
NumFHosts number of fixed hosts
NumMHosts number of mobile hosts
ThinkTime think time
LocalDBSize local database size in pages
PageSize page size in bytes
MemSize memory size in pages at each fixed

host
NumFhCPU number of CPUs at a fixed host
PageCPUTime CPU time to process a data page at a

fixed host
MsgCPUTime CPU time to process a message at a

fixed host
CPURatio relative power of a fixed host’s CPU to a

mobile host’s CPU
NumAccessed number of pages accessed by a transaction
NumUserInt number of user interactions during the

execution of a mobile transaction
DiskTime Input/Output (I/O) time to access a page

on disk
UpdTrProb fraction of update transactions
WriteProb page write probability for an

update transaction
SlackRate slack rate
WiredBand wired link bandwidth
WirelessBand wireless link bandwidth
ContMsgSize control message size in bytes
HandoffInt mean handoff interval
HandoffProb handoff probability
ConnectInt mean connectivity interval
DisconProb disconnection probability

other transactions due to a data conflict after its deadline
expires, its FMP has the right to unilaterally abort the
transaction even if it does not have the execution control of
the transaction. If, on the other hand, the FMP has control
of the transaction execution, it is allowed to commit or abort
the transaction during disconnection. Upon the reconnection
of the mobile host, it informs the MMP about the transaction
abort or commit.

4. SIMULATION MODEL

We have implemented our mobile real-time database system
model on a simulation program written in CSIM [17]. The
simulation model parameters are listed in Table 1. Our
mobile computing system consists of a number of fixed hosts
NumFHosts, a number of mobile hostsNumMHostsand a
fixed network connecting fixed hosts. All fixed hosts are
assumed to be MSSs and mobile hosts are connected to the
fixed part via wireless links over the MSSs. We assume that
there is no contention for wireless link bandwidth.

A fixed host hasNumFhCPUCPUs and a disk. These
resources are shared by all users. A mobile host has only one
CPU and this CPU is used only by the mobile user himself.
Each fixed host has a local database of sizeLocalDBSize
pages.MemSizeis the memory size of a fixed host given as
the number of data pages.
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FIGURE 6. System components.

The number ofReadandUser Interactionoperations of
a transaction are specified by the parametersNumAccessed
andNumUserInt, respectively. A transaction is specified as
an update transaction with probabilityUpdTrProb. A page
that is accessed by an update transaction is updated with
probabilityWriteProb. Each transaction is associated with a
priority to be used in resolving data conflicts and scheduling
hardware resources. The priority assignment policy used in
our model isearliest deadline first(i.e. the transaction with
the earliest deadline is assigned the highest priority).

Transactions are submitted by each host one after another.
After a transaction has committed, the generating host of the
transaction waits forThinkTimeseconds to submit the next
transaction.

The features of mobility are simulated by using
the parametersHandoffInt, HandoffProb, ConnectIntand
DisconProb. The MSS of a mobile host can change at the
beginning of eachHandoffInttime interval with probability
HandoffProb. A mobile host stays connected/disconnected
on averageConnectInt time interval, and a connected
mobile host disconnects at the beginning of the next
ConnectInttime interval with the probabilityDisconProb.
A disconnected mobile host reconnects at the beginning of
the nextConnectInttime interval with the probability (1−
DisconProb).

4.1. System components

The components of our simulation model are shown in
Figure 6. Each mobile host in our system has a transaction
generator, a transaction manager, a message server, a
handoff handler, a disconnection predictor and an MMP
for the mobile transaction executed. Each fixed host has
a transaction generator, a transaction manager, a message

server, a location server, a data manager, a scheduler, an
FMP for each transaction it coordinates and an FCP for each
transaction that has submitted an operation to it.

Transactions are generated by the transaction generator
according to the transaction modeling parameters and are
submitted to the local transaction manager. Deadline and
priority assignment of a transaction is also performed by the
transaction generator.

The transaction manager at a mobile host initiates an
MMP at that host and sends a message to the relevant MSS
for the initiation of an FMP at the coordinator site. The
transaction manager at a fixed host that receives a transaction
initiation message first checks whether it is the coordinator
site of the generating host of the transaction. If so, it initiates
an FMP for the transaction. Otherwise, it sends a request to
the location server to locate the coordinator site.

The message server is responsible for the transmission
of messages between hosts. Sending messages from a site
is organized on the basis of the priorities of messages.
Mobility management messages have the highest priority in
the system. Each transaction operation message carries the
priority of its source transaction.

Due to mobility, mobile hosts can change their location
and access the fixed network from different points at
different times. In order to locate a mobile host and its
coordinator from any fixed host, a linked list structure is
constructed (Figure 5). The location server is responsible
for constructing this list and by using the list it redirects
messages between the coordinator site and the current MSS
of a mobile host.

Disconnection and reconnection of a mobile host are
initiated by the disconnection predictor, and the handoff
operation is initiated by the handoff handler by using the
relevant parameters of our model.

The execution of the transaction operations is controlled
by the MMP and FMP. The FMP provides the execution of
Readand Write operations via FCPs. In order to access
a data page, a cohort process first requests a lock on that
page from the scheduler. The scheduler is responsible for
the serializable execution of transactions by making use
of a concurrency control protocol. Our model employs
the Priority Abort protocol for concurrency control, as we
mentioned before. After a cohort process is granted the
lock on a data page, the cohort process is allowed to access
the page. If the page is not in the main memory, the data
manager fetches it from the disk.

Input/Output (I/O) and CPU service requests are ordered
by the resource manager at each site. The CPU scheduling
policy is pre-emptive-resume priority scheduling and the I/O
scheduling policy is non-pre-emptive priority scheduling.

5. EXPERIMENTS

The default parameter settings for the simulation experi-
ments are presented in Table 2. These values were chosen
so as to have a system with high resource utilization at all
fixed hosts. Each experimental run continued until 10,000
transactions were executed in the system.
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TABLE 2. The default parameter settings used.

ExecStrategy ESMH, ESFH
NumFHosts 10
NumMHosts 50
ThinkTime 0 s
LocalDBSize 200 pages
PageSize 4096 B
MemSize 100 pages
NumFhCPU 2
PageCPUTime 8 ms
MsgCPUTime 2 ms
CPURatio 2
NumAccessed 8–16 pages
NumUserInt 0
DiskTime 12 ms
UpdTrProb 0.5
WriteProb 0.5
SlackRate 5.0
WiredBand 10 Mbps
WirelessBand 2 Mbps
ContMsgSize 256 B
HandoffProb 0
DisconProb 0
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FIGURE 7. Thesuccess ratioplotted againstNumMHosts.

The performance metric used for the evaluations was the
success ratio; i.e. the fraction of transactions that satisfy
their deadlines. In order to be able to interpret performance
results we also kept track of the number of conflicting data
access requests per transaction and the average number of
mobile host/coordinator site search requests per transaction.

5.1. Transaction load

In this experiment, we varied the number of mobile hosts
(NumMHosts) from 10 to 90 in increments of 20. Increasing
the number of mobile hosts corresponds to an increase in the
total system load. The range of transaction load obtained
in the experiment led to a CPU utilization of 0.13–0.72 for
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FIGURE 8. The success ratioof mobile transactions against
NumUserInt.

the case of ESMH, and 0.34–0.87 for the case of ESFH. The
ranges for I/O utilization observed with ESMH and ESFH
were 0.17–0.84 and 0.36–0.87, respectively.

The performance results obtained for the execution
strategies ESMH and ESFH in terms of thesuccess ratio
are shown in Figure 7. Remember that ESMH represents
the case where the execution site of the mobile transactions
is the mobile hosts and ESFH represents the case where
the execution site is the fixed hosts. As can be seen from
the figure, the performance of the system degrades for
both strategies, ESMH and ESFH, as the transaction load
increases and for all ranges of the transaction load ESFH
performs better than ESMH. This is because ESMH involves
an additional wireless link delay for each data access request
and uses the less powerful CPU of the mobile host.

The reasons for the decrease in the performance with both
execution strategies are the increasing load on the physical
resources and the increasing number of data conflicts.

5.2. User interaction

A user interactionoperation is issued by a mobile host
during the execution of a transaction generated by itself.
This operation can be considered as reading a local data
item that is required to continue the execution of the mobile
transaction. Therefore, with ESMH a user interaction
request is satisfied locally, and there is no need for wireless
link communication. However, with ESFH, a wireless link
delay is experienced between the generating mobile host
and the current MSS for satisfying the user interaction
requirement of the mobile transaction.

In this experiment, we varied the number of user
interaction operations for each mobile transaction from zero
to 10 in increments of two to evaluate the performance
impact of the frequency of mobile user interactions.
Performance results obtained in terms of thesuccess ratio
of mobile transactions are provided in Figure 8.

As the degree of user interactions is increased, the
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FIGURE 9. The success ratioof mobile transactions against
HandoffProb.

performance of ESMH gets a little bit worse due to the
execution overhead of user interaction operation. With
ESFH, a steeper degradation in the performance is observed
as the number of user interactions increases. This result can
be explained by the increasing amount of wireless link delay
with each additional interaction request during the execution
of mobile transactions.

5.3. Handoff

In a mobile environment, users may cross the boundary
between two cells. In order to keep connectivity of a
mobile host to the fixed network a handoff process needs
to occur. During the handoff operation a distributed linked
list structure is constructed for the location information of
the mobile host that needs to be exchanged between the
coordinator site and the current MSS of the mobile host
(Figure 5). Therefore, the handoff process introduces a
communication and search overhead to the system.

The performance results obtained by varying the handoff
probability are shown in Figure 9. In this experiment, the
simulation time is divided intoHandoffInt time intervals,
which have the value of 3 s each. A handoff process
occurs at the beginning of each time interval with probability
HandoffProb. We varied the handoff probability from
zero to one in increments of 0.2. The value of zero
corresponds to the case where no handoff process occurs.
In this experiment, we set the value of the number of user
interactions to zero.

As we can see, the performance with ESFH is not
affected by the frequency of the handoff process. This is
because, after the submission of a mobile transaction to its
coordinator site, there is no need for message transmission
between the coordinator site and the mobile host until
the transaction completes. Therefore, the search process
for the coordinator site is required too rarely to affect
the performance. However, with ESMH, the no-handoff
case (withHandoffProb= 0) provides better performance
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FIGURE 10. The success ratioof mobile transactions against
NumUserInt.

than that with the handoff case (withHandoffProb> 0),
and for all non-zero values of the handoff probability
the performance results are about the same. Remember
that we have used the forwarding pointers mechanism
for determining the current address of a mobile computer
and, as mobile hosts move randomly, after a while the
average length of links from the coordinator site to the
current MSS becomes the same for all non-zero values
of the handoff probability. This means that the average
cost of communication and search between the coordinator
site and the current MSS of the mobile host is about the
same with any positive value employed forHandoffProb.
In conclusion, we can say that although the handoff
process leads to a decrease in the performance with ESMH,
increasing the frequency of handoffs does not introduce an
additional degradation in performance.

In order to see how the frequency of user interactions
affects the system performance with the handoff process,
we varied the number of user interactions from zero to 10
in increments of two. In this experiment,HandoffIntwas
assigned the value of 3 s and theHandoffProbwas 0.2.

As illustrated in Figure 10, the performance pattern
with ESMH is not affected by the change in the number
of user interactions. This observation is similar to the
results we presented (without handoff) in the preceding
section. However, with ESFH, as the number of user
interactions increases the performance degradation of the
system becomes sharper compared to that obtained without
handoff. This result is due to the increasing cost of the
search for the coordinator site. When the number of user
interactions is zero, the average number of coordinator site
searches per transaction and the average number of mobile
host search requests per transaction have the values of 2.12
and 2.23, respectively. However, these two performance
measures reach the values of 10.30 and 28.05, respectively,
when the number of user interactions becomes 10.
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FIGURE 11. The success ratioof mobile transactions against
DisconProb.

5.4. Disconnection

A mobile host disconnects itself frequently from the fixed
part of the system either to save its limited energy or because
of the unavailability of wireless links at some parts. When a
mobile host disconnects it can no longer submit transactions
or operations to the system. Therefore, disconnection has a
negative impact on the performance of the system.

In this experiment, we evaluated the performance of
the system by varying the disconnection probability of the
mobile host (i.e.DisconProb) from 0.2 to 0.8 in increments
of 0.2. Recall thatDisconProb is the probability that
a mobile host is disconnected during the time interval
ConnectInt. In this experiment,ConnectIntwas assigned the
value of 3 s.

As expected, the performance of the system in terms of
success ratiofor mobile transactions degrades while the
disconnection probability is increased (Figure 11). However,
the relative performance of ESMH and ESFH is not affected
by the frequency of disconnections.

5.5. Coordinator relocation

Due to mobility, the distance between the current MSS of a
mobile host and its coordinator site may increase and thus it
might be better to relocate the coordinator site to reduce the
overhead of communication and search between the current
MSS and the coordinator site.

In the experiments of this section we evaluated the
performance impact of relocating the coordinator site of a
mobile host. The overhead introduced by the relocation of
the coordinator site is due to the exchange of communication
messages between the relevant fixed hosts.

In the first experiment of this section we measured
the performance of the system by varying the handoff
probability from 0.2 to 1.0. As we can see in Figure 12,
when the execution strategy ESFH is employed, relocating
the coordinator site leads to a slightly poorer performance.
This degradation is due to the cost of the relocation. As
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FIGURE 12. The success ratioof mobile transactions against
HandoffProb.
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FIGURE 13. The success ratioof mobile transactions against
NumUserInt.

we explained with the handoff experiment (see Figure 9),
the performance of ESFH is not affected by the handoff
probability. With ESMH the performance of the system
improves considerably when coordinator relocation is
applied, and this improvement is nearly the same for all
values of the handoff probability. As the mobile host
needs to communicate with the coordinator site for each
transaction operation, preventing the cost of search for the
coordinator and thus reducing the amount of communication
can provide a substantial benefit to the system performance.

In the second experiment, we varied the number of user
interactions from zero to 10. The performance results
are shown in Figure 13. With the execution strategy
ESMH, for all values of the number of user interactions
ESMH with relocation performs better than that with no
relocation. With ESFH, at lower values of the number of
user interactions, relocation does not help the performance
of the system improve due to the cost of relocation. At
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FIGURE 14. The success ratioof mobile transactions against
FailureProb.

higher values the cost of communication and search for the
coordinator outweighs the cost of relocation, therefore better
performance is obtained with relocation.

5.6. Wireless link failure

In the experiment of this section, we measured the
performance of the system by varying the failure probability
of the wireless link. The simulation time was divided
into FailureInt time intervals and during each interval the
wireless connection of a mobile host to the fixed part of the
network is failed with probabilityFailureProb.

The performance results for the experiment are shown
in Figure 14. In this experiment,FailureInt was set to
3 s and the value of failure probability was changed from
0.2 to 0.8 in increments of 0.2. As we can see, as the
value of failure probability increases, the performance of the
system becomes worse with both execution strategies ESMH
and ESFH. The relative performance of ESMH and ESFH
is not affected by the probability of wireless link failure.
These results are similar to those that we obtained with the
disconnection experiment (Section 5.4).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have provided a mobile database system
model that supports real-time response to the transactions
of underlying applications. We have constructed a
mobile transaction execution model and implemented it
on a simulation program in order to evaluate the system
performance with two different execution strategies, namely
ESMH and ESFH. With the execution strategy ESMH, a data
request message for each operation of a mobile transaction
is sent to the coordinator site at the fixed part of the network.
Upon completion of processing the data access request at
the fixed network the data is provided to the mobile host
that generated the transaction. The transaction operation on
the granted data is executed at the mobile host. With the

execution strategy ESFH a mobile transaction is submitted
to the coordinator as a whole. The transaction is executed
at the fixed host, however user interaction requests of the
transaction are handled by the generating mobile host. In
this strategy, the processing requirement of the transaction is
satisfied at the fixed part of the network.

We have also performed some experiments to evaluate
the impact of the mobile system issues on the performance
of the system. Among the issues investigated are the
handoff process, disconnection, coordinator site relocation
and wireless link failure. The performance metric used in
all the experiments was thesuccess ratio, i.e. the fraction of
transactions that meet their deadlines. It was observed in the
experiments that the low-power CPUs of the mobile hosts
and low-bandwidth wireless links are the bottlenecks of the
system.

When the performance impact of the handoff process was
evaluated, it was observed that with no user interaction the
performance of the strategy ESFH is not affected by the
handoff process. Another observation was that although
the handoff process leads to a decrease in the performance
with ESMH, increasing the frequency of handoffs does not
introduce additional degradation in the performance.

The performance impact of the number of user inter-
actions required for the execution of a mobile transaction
was also evaluated. It was seen that with the execution
strategy ESFH, increasing the degree of user interaction
leads to a degradation in the system performance due to the
requirement for wireless link communication for each user
interaction.

In another experiment we investigated the performance
impact of relocating the coordinator site of a mobile host.
The relocation was aimed to reduce the communication
cost between the coordinator and the current MSS of a
mobile host. In that experiment, we observed that with
ESMH relocation always leads to an improvement in the
performance for any degree of user interaction. With ESFH,
as the number of user interactions increases the performance
improvement provided by relocating the coordinator site
becomes higher.

Finally, it was observed that the performance impact of
disconnections and failures does not show much difference.

Our current work in the mobile database systems area
includes the development of real-time concurrency control
and recovery protocols for mobile computing environments
and evaluation of these protocols using the mobile DBMS
model that we have presented in this paper.
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